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we performed drug screening by utilising deep-sesmo. we tested 80 compounds using a kinase inhibitor library (screen-
well compound library, enzo). ten micromolar drugs were added with three senescence induction methods: h2o2, cpt,
and replication. the same concentration of dmso was used for control samples. the senescence score was calculated

utilising three networks trained by h2o2, cpt, and h2o2 and cpt. “worldwide, we have seen an increase in the number of
exploration companies exploring for minerals and gas in the deep sea. as more deep-sea mining activities are taking
place, so will the number of ship-based nodule collectors,” said mr. regenvanu. ship-based nodule collectors already

exist, as do the drilling rigs, but it’s more efficient to use ships to collect nodules, especially in deep-sea environments.
this makes the nodule collector a critical piece of equipment needed for deep-sea mining. the project is looking at setting
up the first nodule collection trials in the pacific ocean, which has never been previously explored for mineral resources.
the trials will be taking place in the clarion clipperton zone, an area of deep-water ocean spanning almost 2,000km from
the coast of mexico to the antarctic ocean. the aim is designed to explore the world’s oceans, utilising the first seagoing

robot. it can navigate deep-sea environments, processing nodules and measuring pressure and temperature data, all
whilst returning data back to shore. it can operate for up to a year without the need for recharging.
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advances in deep learning technology have enabled complex task solutions.
the accuracy of image classification tasks has improved owing to the

establishment of convolutional neural networks (cnn). cellular senescence is
a hallmark of ageing and is important for the pathogenesis of ageing-related
diseases. furthermore, it is a potential therapeutic target. specific molecular
markers are used to identify senescent cells. moreover senescent cells show

unique morphology, which can be identified. we develop a successful
morphology-based cnn system to identify senescent cells and a quantitative

scoring system to evaluate the state of endothelial cells by senescence
probability output from pre-trained cnn optimised for the classification of
cellular senescence, deep learning-based senescence scoring system by
morphology (deep-sesmo). deep-sesmo correctly evaluates the effects of

well-known anti-senescent reagents. we screen for drugs that control cellular
senescence using a kinase inhibitor library by deep-sesmo-based drug

screening and identify four anti-senescent drugs. rna sequence analysis
reveals that these compounds commonly suppress senescent phenotypes

through inhibition of the inflammatory response pathway. thus, morphology-
based cnn system can be a powerful tool for anti-senescent drug screening.
the development of novel anti-senescent reagents is an important task in
order to prevent age-related diseases. we developed a deep-sesmo-based
quantitative scoring system to evaluate the state of endothelial cells using

senescence probability output from pre-trained cnn optimised for the
classification of cellular senescence, deep learning-based senescence scoring
system by morphology (deep-sesmo). as a result, deep-sesmo can correctly
evaluate the effects of well-known anti-senescent reagents. we screen for

drugs that control cellular senescence using a kinase inhibitor library by deep-
sesmo-based drug screening and identify four anti-senescent drugs. rna
sequence analysis reveals that these compounds commonly suppress
senescent phenotypes through inhibition of the inflammatory response

pathway. thus, morphology-based cnn system can be a powerful tool for anti-
senescent drug screening. 5ec8ef588b
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